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This is a list of tuProlog success stories: research laboratories, universities, enterprises and others who have found tuProlog valuable for their projects and products.

If you want to share your success story in adopting tuProlog for your business, please contact us and we will provide for an entry in this page.

Since 2012

**G-DEMANDE**, a Swiss project exploiting an agent platform for the diagnosis of critical situations in patients affected by Gestational Diabetes Mellitus (GDM).

**COMMODITY12**, a European project developing an intelligent system for the analysis of multi-parametric medical data.

Since 2011

**ETALIS**, an open source system for Complex Event Processing.

Since 2006

**Passepartout** — an italian software house producing management applications for small- and medium-sized enterprises.

Since 2005

**SENTAR Inc.** — a developer of advanced software solutions emphasizing agent technologies.

**Heriot-Watt University** — for the Daidalos FP6 project

**University of Gent** — for the Lillambi project involving its Software Engineering Laboratory at the Department of Information Technology

Since 2004

The participants in the **ASPIC FP6 project**

From 2001 to 2004

**Webraska Mobile Technologies** — providers of GPS navigation solutions and other mobile services